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ABSRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Geometry and Topology of Some Fake Projective Spaces

by

Priyanka Rajan

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Mathematics

University of California, Riverside, September 2017

Dr. Fred Wilhelm, Chairperson

A fake real projective space is a manifold homotopy equivalent to real projective

space, but not diffeomorphic to it. Equivalently, it is the orbit space of a free involu-

tion on a (homotopy) sphere.

In this thesis, we show that some of the fake RP 6s , constructed by Hirsch and

Milnor in 1963, and the analogous fake RP 14s admit metrics that simutaneously have

almost nonnegative sectional curvature and positive Ricci curvature. These spaces

are obtained by taking the Z2 quotients of the embedded images of the standard

spheres of codimension one in some of Milnor’ s exotic 7−spheres and the analogous

Shimada’s exotic 15−spheres. This part of my thesis is joint work with F. Wilhelm.

Hirsch and Milnor also constructed fake RP 5s using invariant subspheres of codi-

mension two. Octonionically, this construction yields closed 13−manifolds, that are
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homotopy equivalent to RP 13s. The analog to their proof that fake RP 5s are not

diffeomorphic to standard RP 5 breaks down; since in contrast to dimension 6, there

is an exotic 14−sphere. We show that some of the Hirsch-Milnor RP 13s are not

diffeomorphic to standard RP 13s. Here we obtain a complete diffeomorphism clas-

sification of the Hirsch-Milnor RP 13s. This part of my thesis is joint work with C. He.

Using techniques of group diagrams we provide an elementary proof that certain

3-dimensional Brieskorn varieties are SO(2)× SO(2)−equivariantly diffeomorphic to

certain Lens Spaces.
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Chapter 0

Introduction

A fake real projective space is a manifold that is homotopy equivalent to real

projective space but not diffeomorphic to it. The cohomogeneity c of a transformation

group (G, X) is defined to be the dimension of its orbit space, c = dimX/G.

By considering cohomogeneity one actions on Brieskorn varieties, Schwachhofer

and Tuschmann ([28]) observed that in each odd dimension of the form 4k+ 1, there

are at least 4k oriented diffeomorphism types of fake RP 4k+1s that admit metrics

that simultaneously have positive Ricci curvature and almost nonnegative sectional

curvature. Prior to my work with Wilhelm, no such examples were known in even

dimensions.

Theorem 1 ([27]). Some of the Hirsch-Milnor fake RP 6s, constructed in [20], and

the analogous fake RP 14s admit metrics that simultaneously have almost nonnegative

sectional curvature and positive Ricci curvature.
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These spaces are obtained by taking the Z2−quotients of the embedded images

of the standard spheres of codimension one in some of Milnor’s exotic 7−spheres and

the analogous Shimada’s exotic 15−spheres. The proof is an application of the lifting

theorems of Searle and Wilhelm ([29]).

Hirsch and Milnor also constructed fake RP 5s using invariant subspheres of

codimension two. Octonionically, this construction yields closed 13−manifolds that

are homotopy equivalent to RP 13. The analog to their proof that fake RP 5s are not

diffeomorphic to standard RP 5 breaks down, since in contrast to dimension 6, there

is an exotic 14−sphere. In [19] (which is also a part of my dissertation), He and I

show the following

Theorem 2 ([19]). Some of the Hirsch-Milnor RP 13s are not diffeomorphic to stan-

dard RP 13.

and thus we obtain a complete diffeomorphism classification of the Hirsch-Milnor

RP 13s.

Using techniques of group diagrams, we obtain an elementary proof of

Theorem 3. The Brieskorn Variety M3
k , which is defined by the intersection of uk +

z2
1 + z2

2 = 0 and |u|2 + |z|21 + |z2|2 = 1 is SO (2)×SO (2)−equivariantly diffeomorphic

to the lens space L (k, 1) ∼= S3/Zk.

In Chapter 1, we go over the construction of exotic spheres and corresponding

fake projective spaces.
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We also review some basic results related to almost nonnegative curvature.

In Chapter 2, we construct explicit maps from the codimension one invariant

sub-spheres of exotic spheres to R3 which describes it’s orbits under the given group

action. Next, we show that orbit spaces are orbit equivalent to linear actions on the

corresponding standard spheres. This is the key step in the proof of theorem 1.

In Chapter 3, we compute group diagrams of M3
k under the SO (2) × SO (2)

action which will be key to the proof of theorem 3. Next, we compute the group

diagrams for fake RP 13s and show that they are equivalent to group diagrams of

Z2−quotients of certain Brieskorn Varieties, thus proving theorem 2 .
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Chapter 1

Background and Definitions

1.1 Exotic Spheres and Fake Projective Spaces

In this section, we review Milnor spheres, the Hirsch-Milnor construction, and

the Davis actions. We then explain how the Hirsch-Milnor argument gives fake RP 14s.

Parts of this section are identical to section 2 in [27], and section 2 in [19].

To construct the Milnor spheres, we write Λ for H or O and b for the real

dimension of Λ. To get a Sb−1–bundle over Sb with structure group SO (b) , (Eh,j, ph,j) ,

we glue two copies of Λ× Sb−1 together via

Φh,j : Λ \ {0} × Sb−1 −→ Λ \ {0} × Sb−1

Φh,j : (u, q) 7→

(
u

|u|2
,

(
u

|u|

)h
q

(
u

|u|

)j)
. (1.1)
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To define the projection ph,j : Eh,j −→ Sb, we think of Sb as obtained by gluing

together two copies of Λ along Λ \ {0} via u 7→ u
|u|2 . ph,j is then defined to be the

projection to either copy of Λ.

When h+ j = ±1, the smooth function

f : (u, q) 7→ Re(q)√
1 + |u|2

=
Re (vr−1)√

1 + |v|2

is regular except at (u, q) = (0,±1) . Hence, Eh,j is homeomorphic to S2b−1 if h+ j =

±1, and a Mayer-Vietoris argument shows that Eh,j is not homeomorphic to S2b−1

if h + j 6= ±1. Since f (0,±1) = ±1, it also follows that f−1 (0) is diffeomorphic to

S2b−2.

From now on we assume that

h+ j = 1, (1.2)

and we set

k = h− j. (1.3)

So

k = 2h− 1.

For simplicity, we will write Σ2b−1
k for Eh,j and Φk for Φh,j, and set
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S2b−2
k ≡ f−1 (0) . (1.4)

Consider the following function on S2b−2
k

g : (u, q) 7→ <(uq)√
1 + |u|2

=
<r√

1 + |v|2
. (1.5)

It is straightforward to verify that on S2b−2
k , the function g has precisely two

non-degenerate critical points as (v, r) = (0,±1). It follows that

S2b−3
k = g−1(0) ∩ S2b−2

k

= x ∈ Σk : <(uq) = <q = <r = <(v(r)−1) = 0 ⊂ Σk
k (1.6)

is diffeomorphic to the standard (2b− 3)-sphere for all k.

The Hirsch-Milnor construction ([20]) begins with the observation that the in-

volution

T : Λ× Sb−1 −→ Λ× Sb−1

T : (u, q) 7→ (u,−q)

induces a well-defined free involution of Σ2b−1
k .Moreover, T leaves S2b−2

k and S2b−3
k invariant.

Lemma 3 of [20] says that the quotient of any fixed point free involution on Sn is ho-

6



motopy equivalent to RP n. In particular, all of our spaces

P 2b−2
k ≡ S2b−2

k /T andP 2b−3
k ≡ S2b−3

k /T

are homotopy equivalent to RP 2b−2 and RP 2b−3 respectively.

Hirsch and Milnor show that when b = 4, P 6
k and P 5

k are not diffeomorphic to

RP 6, provided Σ7
k is an odd element of Θ7 (∼= Z28), the group of oriented diffeomor-

phism classes of differential structures on S7. According to pages 102 and 103 of [9],

there are 16 oriented diffeomorphism classes among the Σ7
ks, and among these, 8 are

odd elements of Θ7. Here we briefly go over their argument about why P 6
k and P 5

k are

not diffeomorphic to RP 6. First notice that f(u, q) = −f(u,−q) and Σ7
k \S6

k = union

of two 7−disks, combined with the fact that f |S6
k
(u, q) = f |S6

k
(u,−q) = 0 implies that

Σ7
k/T \S6

k/T is diffeomorphic to a 7−disk. Hence the complement of a tubular neigh-

borhood of S6
k/T in Σ7

k/T is also a 7−disk. Reversing the process, one can think of

Σ7
k/T being build out of S6

k/T as a two step process: 1) Take the unique twisted

line segment bundle B over S6
k/T , 2) Match ∂B to ∂D7 via some diffeomorphism h.

Suppose that S6
k/T

∼=
diffeoP6, then using h we have Σ7

k/T
∼=

diffeoP7#Σ for some twisted

7− sphere. Notice that we can’t have Σ7
k/T

∼=
diffeoP7, as passing onto double covers

would imply Σ7
k
∼=

diffeoS7, which is false. Now with Σ7
k/T as

∼=
diffeoP7#Σ, we take dou-

ble covers on both sides and obtain Σ7
k
∼=

diffeoS7#Σ#Σ, which is clearly a contradiction

as Σ7
k was assumed to be an odd element of Θ7.
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To understand how this works octonionically, we let Θ15 be the group of oriented

diffeomorphism classes of differential structures on S15, and we let bP16 be the set of

the elements of Θ15 that bound parallelizable manifolds. According to [22], bP16 is a

cyclic subgroup of Θ15 of order 8, 128 and index 2, and according to Theorem 1.3 in

[5], Θ15 is not cyclic. Thus

Θ15
∼= bP16 ⊕ Z2

∼= Z8,128 ⊕ Z2.

According to Wall ([31]), a homotopy sphere bounds a parallelizable manifold if and

only if it bounds a 7–connected manifold. In particular, each of the Σ15
k s is in bP16.

According to pages 101—107 of Ell-Kup, Σ15
k represents an odd element of bP16

if and only if h(h−1)
2

is odd, that is, h is congruent to 2 or 3 mod 4.

The Hirsch-Milnor argument, combined with the fact that Θ15
∼= bP16 ⊕ Z2,

implies P 14
k is not diffeomorphic to RP 14, if Σ15

k is an odd element of bP16.

Next we point out that the Z2− quotient space of any n−dimensional exotic

sphere
∑n is fake. Let I be the Z2 involution on

∑n.

Suppose to the contrary,
∑n /I is the standard one. Then we get a diffeomor-

phism φ :
∑n /I → RP n. Let τe :

∑n →
∑n /I and τs : Sn → RP n be corresponding

lifts to the universal covers. Then the map τ−1
s ◦ φ ◦ τe is a diffeomorphism between∑n and Sn, which is a contradiction.
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In chapter 3, we will show that P 13ks are not diffeomorphic to RP 13s,

We let

GΛ ≡


SO (3) when Λ = H

G2 when Λ = O.

Davis observed that since GΛ is the automorphism group of Λ, the diagonal action

GΛ × Λ× Sb−1 −→ Λ× Sb−1 (1.7)

g (u, q) = (g (u) , g (q))

induces a well-defined GΛ–action on Σ2b−1
k ([8]). Furthermore, he also observed that

the sphere bundles Eh,j
k admit another SO(2) symmetry via Mobius transformations

that commute with G2−action. Let γ ∈ SO(2), where

γ = γ(a, b) =

 a b

−b a

 and a2 + b2 = 1. (1.8)

In terms of the coordinate charts, the action on the sphere bundle Eh,j is defined by

γ ? u = (au+ b)(−bu+ a)−1 (1.9)

γ ? v = (−b+ av)(a+ bv)−1

9



and

γ ? q =
(−bu+ a)hq(−bu+ a)j

|−bu+ a|h+j
(1.10)

γ ? r =
(a+ bv̄)hr(a+ bv̄)j

|a+ bv̄|h+j
.

The formulas above are compatible with the transition map Φh,j. Davis showed the

following

Lemma 4 (Davis). The formulas (3.5) and (3.6) give a well-defined action of SO(2)

on Eh,j. Furthermore the action is G2-equivariant, and for any v ∈ O(not necessarily

unit) we have

|γ ? q| = |q| and |γ ? r| = |r| .

The SO(2)×G2 action on Σ15
k restricts to an action on the spheres S14

k , S13
k and

descends to the quotient spaces P 14
k , P 13

k .

Proof. It is easy to see that the action commutes with the involution T . So it is

sufficient to show that the defining conditions of S13
k and S14

k in Σ15
k are preserved by

the SO(2)2 action. In the following we give a proof for S13
k , and the argument for S14

k

is similar.

Since G2 is the automorphism group of O, it is easy to see that the defining

conditions are preserved. Next we consider the action by SO(2). Let γ = γ(a, b) in

10



equation (3.3). Note that <(xy) = <(yx) for any x, y ∈ O. We have

< (γ ? v) =
1

|a− bu|
< {(a− bu)mv(a− bu)n}

=
1

|a− bu|
<
{

(a− bu)m+nv
}

=
1

|a− bu|
(a<v − b<(uv))

= 0,

and

< ((γ ? u)(γ ? v)) =
1

|a− bu|
<
{

(au+ b)(a− bu)−1(a− bu)mv(a− bu)n
}

=
1

|a− bu|
<(au+ b)v

= 0.

For the coordinates (v, r), since v(r)−1 = vr̄/ |r|2 and < (v(r)−1) = 0; it follows

that < (v̄r) = 0. Similar to the case of (u, v), we have

<(γ ? r) =
1

|a+ bū′|
< {(a+ bv̄)mr(a+ bv̄)n}

=
1

|a+ bv̄|
< {(a+ bv̄)r}

= 0

11



and

<
(
(γ ? v)(γ ? r)−1

)
= |a+ bv̄| <

{
(−b+ av)(a+ bv)−1(a+ bv̄)−n(r)−1(a+ bv̄)−m

}
= |a+ bv̄| <

{
(−b+ av)(a+ bv)−1(a+ bv̄)−1(r)−1

}
= |a+ bv̄|

(
a2 + b2 |v|2 + ab(v + v̄)

)
<(−b+ av)(r)−1

= 0.

This shows that S13
k is invariant under the SO(2) action, which finishes the proof.

1.2 Almost Nonnegative Curvature

In this section, we will will review some basic facts about almost nonnegative

curvature.

Definition 5. A closed smooth manifold M is called almost nonnegatively curved if

it admits a sequence of Riemannian metrics {gn}n∈N whose sectional curvatures and

diameters satisfy sec (M, gn) ≥ − 1
n

and diam (M, gn) ≤ 1
n

.

Motivated by Gromov’s flat manifolds, see [11], almost nonnegatively curved

manifolds were studied extensively by Fukaya and Yagamguchi. This class of Rieman-

nian manifolds generalize almost flat manifolds as well as the nonnegatively curved

ones. Fukaya and Yagamguchi, in [10], showed

Theorem 6 (Fukaya-Yamaguchi). If F → E → B is a fiber bundle over an almost

12



nonnegatively curved manifold B whose fiber F is compact and admits a nonnegatively

curved metric which is invariant under the structure group, then the total space E is

almost nonnegatively curved.

Notice that if we assume that dim(F ), dim(B) ≥ 2, we still don’t know if the

above theorem does hold for positively curved manifolds. The class of compact closed

manifolds can be organized as:

almost non-neg curv ⊃ non-neg curv ⊃ positive curv

For compact simply connected manifolds, so far there aren’t any topological

obstructions that can distinguish almost non-negative and non-negative curvature.

Some well known and important results concerning almost nonnegative and nonneg-

ative curvature for a manifold M are:

Theorem 7 (Cheeger-Gromoll). Nonnegative curvature on M =⇒ π1 (M) contains

an abelian group with a finite index.

So this rules out all the genus g surfaces Σg with g ≥ 2 , and we note that it is

also consistent with the Gauss Bonnet theorem.

Theorem 8 (Fukaya-Yamaguchi). Almost nonnegative curvature on M =⇒ π1 (M)

is almost nilpotent. Almost nilpotent G means, it contains a nilpotent subgroup of

finite index, and also that G is k- solvable, i.e, contains a solvable subgroup of index

at most k.
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The above theorem has been generalized to Ricci curvature by Kapovitch and

Wilking in [21]. We now review an example, where the manifold is almost nonnega-

tively curved but doesn’t admit non-negative curvature.

Example 9. Take H, the Heisenberg group (which is a nilpotent Lie group)




1 x z

0 1 y

0 0 1

 : x, y, z ∈ R



and consider the discrete subgroup HZ =




1 m n

0 1 r

0 0 1

 : m, n, r ∈ Z


Then M = H/HZ is a compact 3-manifold with π1 (M) = HZ. By theorem 7,

this manifold is not nonnegatively curved as π1 does not contain an abelian group with

a finite index.

We note that as a consequence of (example 1.2, [11]), M is an almost flat man-

ifold, hence almost nonnegatively curved. Here we provide details of the curvature

calculation. This example shows that the conclusion of theorem 8 cannot be improved

to an almost abelian group.

Claim 10. The compact 3-manifold M = H/HZ is almost nonnegatively curved.

Proof. We first note that the Lie algebra h of H is generated by

14




X =


0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

 , Y =


0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

 , and Z =


0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0 0




and the Lie brackets satisfy the relation [X, Y ] = Z and [X,Z] = [Y, Z] = 0. These

relations imply that z, the center of h is generated by Z. Let Z be the corresponding

Lie group for the algebra z. Since Z acts freely, isometrically and effectively on H

by left multiplication and commutes with HZ; it also acts freely, isometrically and

HZ−effectively on the compact 3 manifold M . Modding out by this action, we get a

circle bundle over M/Z . So we have a Riemannian submersion

π : M →M/Z

Applying O’neill’s formula for sectional curvature for submersions, we have

secM/Z (π(X), π(Y )) = secM (X, Y ) + 3 |AXY |

where A is the integrability tensor AXY = 1
2
[X, Y ]v. Using Kozul’s formula, it is easy

15



to see that the covariant derivatives here satisfy the relation

∇XZ = ∇ZX = 1
2
Y

∇XY = ∇YX + Z = 1
2
Z

∇ZY = ∇YZ = −1
2
X

and using these, we compute secM (X, Y ) = −3
4
. Which implies

secM/Z (π(X), π(Y )) = −3

4
+

3

4
|Z|2 = 0

Hence, the curvature of the orbital metric on M/Z is 0. M is therefore the total space

of the fiber bundle S1 → M → M/Z , with both the base and fiber nonnegatively

curved, and it satisfies all the hypothesis of theorem 6, is thus almost nonnegatively

curved.

Remark 11. The proof for claim 10, can also be obtained by using the lifting theorem

B of Searle and Wilhelm, see [29]. Notice that, despite the base manifold being non-

negatively curved, the total space cannot admit nonnegative curvature. Hence almost

nonnegative curvature is the optimal curvature for M from the theorems of Fukaya-

Yamaguchi and Searle-Wilhelm. So this example shows that neither Theorem 6, nor

Theorem B of [29] can be improved by replacing almost almost nonnegative curvature

with nonnegative curvature. We also point that, cohomogeneity 1 examples of [15],

16



[17] and the fake 13− projective spaces in [19] also show that nonnegative curvature

can not be lifted.

One can ask Does H/HZ admit a metric with Ric ≥ 0? The answer is No, as the

growth of HZ is a polynomial of degree 4 which is a contradiction, since by Milnor’s

theorem this polynomial should be atmost of degree as the dimension.

Theorem 12 (Milnor). If M is complete with Ric ≥ 0, then any finitely generated

subgroup of π1 (M) has polynomial growth of degree ≤ n.

.
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Chapter 2

Curvature of fake RP 6s and RP 14s

This chapter is almost identical to section 1 and section 3 of [27], which is a joint

work with Fred Wilhelm. Here, we prove the following

Theorem 13. The Hirsch-Milnor fake RP 6s and the analogous fake RP 14s admit

Riemannian metrics that simultaneously have almost nonnegative sectional curvature

and positive Ricci curvature.

Our proof begins with the observation that the SO (3)–actions that Davis con-

structed on the Σ7
ks in [8] leave these Hirsch-Milnor S6s invariant and commute

with the Hirsch-Milnor free involution. Next we compare the Hirsch-Milnor/Davis

(SO (3)× Z2)–action on ι (S6) ⊂ Σ7
k with a very similar linear action of (SO (3)× Z2)

on S6 ⊂ R7 and apply the following lifting result of Searle and Wilhelm.

Theorem 14. (See Proposition 8.1 and Theorems B and C in [29]) Let (Me, G) and

(Ms, G) be smooth, compact, n–dimensional G–manifolds with G a compact Lie group.
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Suppose that the orbit spaces Me/G and Ms/G are equivalent, and Ms/G has almost

nonnegative curvature. Then Me admits a G–invariant family of metrics that has

almost nonnegative sectional curvature. Moreover, if the principal orbits of (Me, G)

have finite fundamental group and the quotient of the principal orbits of Ms has Ricci

curvature ≥ 1, then every metric in the almost nonnegatively curved family on Me

can be chosen to also have positive Ricci curvature.

We emphasize that to apply Theorem 14, Ms/G need not be a Riemannian

manifold, but since Ms is compact, Ms/G is an Alexandrov space with curvature

bounded from below. The meaning of almost nonnegative curvature for Alexandrov

spaces is as follows.

Definition 15. We say that a sequence of Alexandrov spaces {(X, distα)}α is almost

nonnegatively curved if and only if there is a D > 0 so that

sec (X, gα) ≥ − 1

α
and Diam (X, gα) ≤ D,

or equivalently, after a rescaling, X collapses to a point with a uniform lower curvature

bound.

The following is the precise notion of equivalence of orbit spaces required by the

hypotheses of Theorem 14.

Definition 16. Suppose G acts on Me and on Ms. We say that the orbit spaces Me/G

and Ms/G are equivalent if and only if there is a strata-preserving homeomorphism

19



Φ : Me/G −→ Ms/G whose restriction to each stratum is a diffeomorphism with the

following property:

Let πs : Ms −→Ms/G and πe : Me −→Ms/G be the quotient maps. If S ⊂Me

is a stratum, then for any xe ∈ S and any xs ∈ π−1
s (Φ (πe (xe))) , the action of Gxe

on ν (S )xe is linearly equivalent to the action of Gxs on ν (S )xs. Here Gx is the

isotropy subgroup at x and ν (S )x is the normal space to S at x.

To construct the metrics on the fake RP 6s of Theorem 13, we apply Theorem

14 with G = (SO (3)× Z2) . Me will be the Hirsch-Milnor embedded image of S6 in

Σ7
k, and Ms will be S6 with the following (SO (3)× Z2)–action: View S6 as the unit

sphere in H⊕ImH, where H stands for the quaternions, and let SO (3) × Z2 act on

S6 ⊂ H⊕ImH via

SO (3)× Z2 × S6 −→ S6

(g,±, (a, c)) 7→ ± (g (a) , g (c)) . (2.1)

Here the SO (3)–action on the H–factor is the direct sum of the standard action of

SO (3) on ImH with the trivial action on Re (H) .

Since quotient maps of isometric group actions preserve lower curvature bounds,

S6/ (SO (3)× Z2) has curvature ≥ 1 ([6]). Thus to construct the metrics on the fake

RP 6s of Theorem 13, it suffices to combine Theorem 14 with the following result.

Lemma 17. The orbit space of the Hirsch-Milnor/Davis action of SO (3) × Z2 on
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ι (S6) ⊂ Σ7
k is equivalent to the orbit space of the linear action (2.1) on S6.

Our metrics on fake RP 14s are octonionic analogs of our metrics on fake RP 6s.

The analogy begins with Shimada’s observation that Milnor’s proof of the total spaces

of certain S3–bundles over S4 being exotic spheres also applies to certain S7–bundles

over S8 ([30]). Davis’s construction of the SO (3)–actions on Σ7
ks is based on the fact

that SO (3) is the group of automorphisms of H. Exploiting the fact that G2 is the

group automorphisms of the octonions, O, Davis constructs analogous G2 actions on

Shimada’s exotic Σ15
k s. By applying a result of Brumfiel ([5]), we will see that the

Hirsch and Milnor construction of fake RP 6s as quotients of ι (S6) ⊂ Σ7
k also works to

construct fake RP 14s as quotients of ι (S14) ⊂ Σ15
k . Thus to construct the fake RP 14s

of Theorem 13, it suffices to show the following.

Lemma 18. The orbit space of the Hirsch-Milnor/Davis action of G2×Z2 on ι (S14) ⊂

Σ15
k is equivalent to the orbit space of the following linear action of G2×Z2 on S14 ⊂

O⊕ ImO,

G2 × Z2 × S14 −→ S14

(g,±, (a, c)) 7→ ± (g (a) , g (c)) . (2.2)

Next we observe that the Davis action leaves S2b−2
k = f−1 (0) invariant and

commutes with T, giving us the SO (3) × Z2 actions of Lemma 17 and the G2 × Z2

actions of Lemma 18.
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2.1 Identifying the Orbit Spaces

In this section, we prove Lemmas 17 and 18 simultaneously and hence Theorem

13. In Lemma 19 (below), we identify the quotient map for the standard GΛ–action

of S2b−2. In Lemma 20 (below), we identify the quotient map for the Davis action on

S2b−2
k . Then in Key Lemma 21, we show that the two GΛ quotients are the same. It

is then a simple matter to identify the two GΛ × Z2 quotient spaces with each other.

Lemma 19. Let S2b−2 be the unit sphere in Λ ⊕ Im Λ, and let 〈, 〉 be the real dot

product.

The map

Qs : S2b−2 −→ Qs

(
S2b−2

)
( R3 a

c

 7−→ (|a| , Re a, 〈Im a, Im c〉)

has the following properties.

1. The fibers of Qs coincide with the orbits of the GΛ action

GΛ × S2b−2 −→ S2b−2

(g, (a, c)) 7→ (g (a) , g (c)) .
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2. The image of Qs is Qs

(
S2b−2

)
=

{
(x, y, z) | x ∈ [0, 1] y ∈ [−x, x] , z ∈

[
−
√

(x2 − y2) (1− x2),
√

(x2 − y2) (1− x2)
]}

.

3. The principal orbits are mapped to the interior of Qs

(
S2b−2

)
. The fixed points are

mapped to (1, 1, 0) and (1,−1, 0) , and the other orbits are mapped to ∂Qs

(
S2b−2

)
\

{(1, 1, 0) , (1,−1, 0)} .

Proof. Part 2 follows from the observations that

|a| ∈ [0, 1] ,

Re a ∈ [− |a| , |a|] ,

〈Im a, Im c〉 ∈ [− |Im (a)| |Im (c)| , |Im (a)| |Im (c)|] ,

and

|Im (a)| |Im (c)| ∈
[
0,
√(
|a|2 − Re (a)2) (1− |a|2)] .

Since the three quantities |a| , Re a, 〈Im a, Im c〉 are invariant under GΛ, each

orbit of GΛ is contained in a fiber of Qs.
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Conversely, if (a1, c1) and (a2, c2) satisfy Qs (a1, c1) = Qs (a2, c2) , then

|a1| = |a2|

Re (a1) = Re (a2) , and

〈Im a1, Im c1〉 = 〈Im a2, Im c2〉 .

Together with Re (ci) = 0 and |ai|2 + |ci|2 = 1, this gives

|Im (a1)| = |Im (a2)|

|Im (c1)| = |Im (c2)| .

Since we also have 〈Im a1, Im c1〉 = 〈Im a2, Im c2〉 , it follows that an element of GΛ

carries (a1, c1) to (a2, c2) . This completes the proof of Part 1.

To prove Part 3, we first note that the orbit of (a, c) is not principal if and only

if

|〈Im a, Im c〉| = |Im (a)| |Im (c)| ,

and this is equivalent to Qs (a, c) ∈ ∂Qs (a, c) . So the principal orbits are mapped

onto the interior of Qs

(
S2b−2

)
.

On the other hand, the fixed points are (±1, 0) and Qs (±1, 0) = (1,±1, 0) as

claimed.
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Before proceeding, recall that we view

Σ2b−1
k =

(
Λ× Sb−1

)
∪Φk

(
Λ× Sb−1

)
,

where Φk is determined by Equations (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3). Combining this with the

definition of S2b−2
k , we have that

S2b−2
k = U1 ∪Φk U2,

where

U1 ≡
{

(u, q) ∈ Λ× Sb−1
∣∣ Re (q) = 0

}
and

U2 ≡
{

(v, r) ∈ Λ× Sb−1
∣∣ Re

(
vr−1

)
= Re v̄r = 0

}
.

Notice that if, we were to consider the subsphere S2b−3
k , it can be described by

adding one more condition in each chart from the definition and hence

S2b−3
k = V1 ∪Φk V2,

where

V1 ≡
{

(u, q) ∈ Λ× Sb−1
∣∣ Re (q) = 0, Re (uq) = 0

}
and

V2 ≡
{

(v, r) ∈ Λ× Sb−1
∣∣ Re

(
vr−1

)
= Re v̄r = 0, Re (r) = 0

}
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The quotient map of the GΛ–action on S2b−2
k has the following description.

Lemma 20. Let φ : Rn −→ R be given by, φ(v) = 1√
1+|v|2

.

The map

Qk : S2b−2
k −→ Qk

(
S2b−2
k

)
( R3

Qk|U1 (u, q) = φ(u) (|u| , Reuq, φ (u) 〈Imuq, Im q〉)

Qk|U2 (v, r) = φ(v) (|r| , Re r, φ(v) 〈Im r, Im v̄r〉)

is well-defined and has fibers that coincide with the orbits of GΛ.

Proof. To see that Qk is well-defined, we will show

Qk|U1\{0×Sb−1} = Qk|U2\{0×Sb−1} ◦ Φk|U1\{0×Sb−1}. (2.3)

which is equivalent to the commutative diagram:

U1 \
{

0× Sb−1
}

R3

U2 \
{

0× Sb−1
}

Qk|U1

Φk

Qk|U2

Since

Φk (u, q) =

(
u

|u|2
,

(
u

|u|

)h
q

(
u

|u|

)−(h−1)
)
,
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where k = 2h− 1, the left hand side of Equation (2.3) is

Qk|U2\{0×Sb−1} ◦ Φk|U1\{0×Sb−1} (u, q) = Qk

(
u

|u|2
,
uhqu−(h−1)

|u|

)

= φ

(
u

|u|2

)(∣∣∣∣uhqu−(h−1)

|u|

∣∣∣∣ , Re
uhqu−(h−1)

|u|
, φ

(
u

|u|2

)〈
Im

uhqu−(h−1)

|u|
, Im

ū

|u|2
uhqu−(h−1)

|u|

〉)
(2.4)

To see that this is equal to Qk|U1\{0×Sb−1} (u, q), we will simplify each coordinate

separately. Before doing so we point out that

1

|u|
φ(

u

|u|2
) =

1

|u|
1√

1 + 1
|u|2

=
1√
|u|2 + 1

(2.5)

= φ (u) .

So the first coordinate of the right hand side of Equation (2.4) is

φ(
u

|u|2
)

∣∣∣∣uhqu−(h−1)

|u|

∣∣∣∣ = φ

(
u

|u|2

)
= |u|φ(u), (2.6)
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and the second coordinate of the right hand side of Equation (2.4) is

φ

(
u

|u|2

)
Re

uhqu−(h−1)

|u|
= φ

(
u

|u|2

)
Re

(
uq

|u|

)
=

1

|u|
φ

(
u

|u|2

)
Re (uq)

= φ (u) Re (uq) , by Equation (2.5).

Finally, we have that the third coordinate of the right hand side of Equation (2.4) is

φ

(
u

|u|2

)2〈
Im

uhqu−(h−1)

|u|
, Im

ū

|u|2
uhqu−(h−1)

|u|

〉
= φ

(
u

|u|2

)2〈
Im

uhqu−(h−1)

|u|
, Im

uh−1qu−(h−1)

|u|

〉
= φ

(
u

|u|2

)2
1

|u|2
〈
Imuh−1 (uq)u−(h−1), Imuh−1 (q)u−(h−1)

〉
= φ (u)2 〈Imuq, Im q〉 , by Equation (2.5).

Combining the previous three displays with Equation (2.4) and the definition of

Qk|U1 , we see that Qk : S2b−2
k −→ Qk

(
S2b−2
k

)
( R3 is well-defined.

To see that Qk|U1 is constant on each orbit of GΛ, we use the fact that GΛ acts
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by isometries and commutes with conjugation to get

Reg (u) g (q) =
〈
g (u) , g (q)

〉
= 〈g (u) , g (q̄)〉

= 〈u, q̄〉

= Re (uq) .

We also have

〈Im (g (u) g (q)) , Im g (q)〉

= 〈Re (g (u)) Im g (q) + Re (g (q)) Im g (u) + Im g (u) Im g (q) , Img (q)〉

= 〈Re (u) Im g (q) + Re (q) Im g (u) , Im g (q)〉

= 〈g (Re (u) Im (q) + Re (q) Im (u)) , g (Im (q))〉

= 〈Re (u) Im (q) + Re (q) Im (u) , Im (q)〉

= 〈Re (u) Im (q) + Re (q) Im (u) + Imuq Im q, Im (q)〉

= 〈Imuq , Im q〉 .

Since |g (u)| = |u| and φ (gu) = φ (u) , it follows that

Qk|U1

 g (u)

g (q)

 = Qk|U1

 u

q

 .
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Combining this with

Qk|U2
g

 0

r

 = (1,Re (r) , 0)

= Qk|U2

 0

r

 ,

it follows that Qk is constant on each orbit of GΛ.

On the other hand, if

Qk|U1 (u1, q1) = Qk|U1 (u2, q2) ,

then

φ (u1) |u1| = φ (u2) |u2| , (2.7)

φ (u1)2 〈Im (u1q1) , q1〉 = φ (u2)2 〈Im (u2q2) , q2〉 , and (2.8)

φ (u1) Reu1q1 = φ (u2) Reu2q2. (2.9)
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Equation (2.7) implies that |u1| = |u2| and φ (u1) = φ (u2) . So

Re (u1) = Re (u1) 〈q1, q1〉

= 〈(Re (u1) + Im (u1)) q1, q1〉 , since Re (q1) = 0

= 〈u1q1, q1〉

= 〈Im (u1q1) , q1〉 , since Re (q1) = 0

= 〈Im (u2q2) , q2〉 , by Equation (2.8) and the fact that φ (u1) = φ (u2)

= Re (u2)

and

〈Im (u1) , q1〉 = −〈u1, q̄1〉 , since Re (q1) = 0

= −Reu1q1

= −Reu2q2, by Equation 2.9 and the fact that φ (u1) = φ (u2)

= −〈u2, q̄2〉

= 〈Im (u2) , q2〉 .

Together with |u1| = |u2| and the fact that q1 and q2 are imaginary, the previous two

displays imply that

 u1

q1

 and

 u2

q2

 are in the same orbit.
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Finally suppose that

Qk|U2 (0, r1) = Qk|U2 (0, r2) .

Then

(1,Re (r1) , 0) = (1,Re (r2) , 0) .

Since we also have that |r1| = |r2| = 1, it follows that (0, r1) and (0, r2) are in the

same GΛ–orbit.

Lemma 21 (Key). Let Qs be as in Lemma 19.

1. There is a well-defined surjective map

Q̃k : S2b−2
k → S2b−2/GΛ

whose fibers coincide with the orbits of the GΛ action on S2b−2
k .

2. The orbit types of p ∈ S2b−2
k and Q−1

s

(
Q̃k (p)

)
coincide.

3. For p ∈ S2b−2
k and any q ∈ Q−1

s

(
Q̃k (p)

)
the isotropy representation of GΛ

p and

GΛ
q are equivalent.

In particular, S2b−2/GΛ and S2b−2
k /GΛ are equivalent orbit spaces.
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Proof. Motivated by [13, 32], we let h1, h2 : Λ× Sb−2 → S2b−2 be given by

h1 (u, q) =

 uq

q

φ (u) and

h2 (v, r) =

 r

v̄r

φ(v).

We claim that Qs and Qk are related by

Qk =


Qs ◦ h1 on U1

Qs ◦ h2 on U2

. (2.10)

In other words, the following diagram commutes:

U2

U1

S2b−2 S2b−2/GΛΦk

Qs

h1

h2

Qk

Qk

where the map Qk is not defined everywhere, but only on U1 \
{

0× Sb−1
}

and U2 \{
0× Sb−1

}
.
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To prove Equation 2.10 notice that,

Qs ◦ h1 (u, q) = Qs

 uq

q

φ (u)

= φ(u) (|u|,Reuq, φ(u) 〈Imuq, Im q〉) (2.11)

= Qk (u, q)

and

Qs ◦ h2 (v, r) = Qs

 r

v̄r

φ(v)

= φ(v) (|r| ,Re (r) , φ(v) 〈Im r, Im v̄r〉)

= Qk (v, r) ,

proving Equation (2.10).

Since h1

(
Λ× Sb−2

)
∪h2

(
Λ× Sb−2

)
= S2b−2, Equation (2.10) implies thatQk

(
S2b−2
k

)
=

Qs

(
S2b−2

)
; so setting Q̃k = Qk gives a well-defined surjective map

Q̃k : S2b−2
k → S2b−2/GΛ,

and Part 1 is proven. Parts 2 and 3 follow from the observation that h1 and h2 are

GΛ–equivariant embeddings.
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Since the antipodal map A : S2b−2 −→ S2b−2 and the involution

T : S2b−2
k −→ S2b−2

k

from page 6, commute with the GΛ–actions (2.1), (2.2) and (1.7), they induce well-

defined Z2–actions on our orbit space Qs

(
S2b−2

)
= Qe

(
S2b−2
e

)
=

{
(x, y, z) | x ∈ [0, 1] , y ∈ [−x, x] , z ∈

[
−
√

(x2 − y2) (1− x2),
√

(x2 − y2) (1− x2)
]}

.

A simple calculation shows that the two Z2–actions on Qs

(
S2b−2

)
coincide and are

given by

(x, y, z) 7→ (x,−y, z) .

Since quotient maps of isometric group actions preserve lower curvature bounds ,

S2b−2/ (SO (3)× Z2) has curvature ≥ 1 ([6]). Therefore, Theorem 13 follows from

Theorem 14 and Key Lemma 21.
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Chapter 3

Topology of Fake RP13s

We will begin by reviewing some basic results related to the structure of compact

cohomogeneity one manifolds, and work out some examples relating to the group

diagrams. Subsequently with claim 30, we obtain

Theorem 22. The Brieskorn Variety M3
d , which is defined by the intersection of ud+

z2
1 + z2

2 = 0 and |u|2 + |z|21 + |z2|2 = 1 is SO (2)×SO (2)−equivariantly diffeomorphic

to the lens space L (d, 1) ∼= S3/Zd.

One might think this is already known, however in literature, we could find only

an O (2)−equivariant diffeomorphism between these two spaces, see (page 275, [4]).

We also point out, it is mentioned in [15] that these spaces are diffeomorphic, but

the group is not specified. Using techniques of group diagrams, we provide a direct

and more elementary proof of 22. An alternative proof combines a theorem of Grove-

Ziller and Hamilton’s Ricci-Flow for 3−manifolds. Since M3
d is a cohomogeneity one
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manifold with finite fundamental group, it admits an invariant metric of positive Ricci

curvature by theorem A of [14]. We can obtain a constant sectional curvature metric

on M3
d by using Hamilton’s Ricci Flow for 3−manifolds, which makes the positive

Ricci curvature on M3
d flow to a constant poistive curvature metric. Since Ricci

flow preserves all symmetries, the resulting metric is also invariant under SO (2) ×

SO (2). One advantage of our elementary proof is that, without any additional work it

explicitly identifies the exact lens space to which M3
d is SO (2)×SO (2)−equivariantly

diffeomorphic.

In the last section of this chapter, we will obtain a diffeomorphism classification

of the Z2− quotients of the spheres S13
k under the Hirsch Milnor involution T . This

part of my thesis is joint work with Chenxu He. In particular we show the following

Theorem 23 ([19]). The quotient spaces of the embedded 13-spheres in certain Shi-

mada’s spheres Σ15
k s are fake real projective spaces, i.e., they are homotopy equivalent,

but not diffeomorphic to the standard 13-projective space.

3.1 Cohomogeneity One Manifolds

Definition 24. For a compact Lie group G, acting on a compact Riemannian mani-

fold M , the group action is said to be of cohomogeneity 1, if

dim
M

G
= 1
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Since M and G are both compact, the orbit space of the action can be one only

of the following: S1 or I. The case M
G
∼= S1 is not very interesting as M is a fiber

bundle over S1, and the structure group of this fibration is N(H)
H

, where H is the

isotropy group of every point in M . The case M
G
∼= I = [0, 1] is the most interesting

one as in this situation M will be decomposed as the union of two disc bundles and

associated by its group diagram. An important theorem for isometric group actions

on compact Riemannian manifolds is the following.

Theorem 25 (Slice Theorem, [26]). Let G ⊂ Iso(M, g) be a closed subgroup. For

each p ∈ M there is a map exp⊥ : G ×Gp T
⊥ → M that is a diffeomorphism on a

uniform tubular neighborhood G×Gp B(0, ε) to an ε-neighborhood of the orbit Gp.

Going back to the case when M
G
∼= I = [0, 1], one can see that there are only

3 orbit types and they a have very simple description. Let H be the isotropy group

of the inverse image of any interior point in I, and K± be the isotropy groups of

the inverse images of endpoints. The principal orbit is then ∼= G
H

and the singular

ones are ∼= G
K±

. By the Slice theorem, the singular orbits have tubular neighborhoods

that are equivariantly diffeomorphic to G×K± B(0, ε). We denote by D±(∼= B(0, ε)),

the normal discs to the corresponding singular orbits ∼= G
K±

. Let Sk± = ∂D±, the

boundary of disks D± = Dk±+1. It is important to note that ∂D± = K±
H

. From the

above description, it is clear that M is the union of two disc bundles glued along the

principal orbit.

M = G×K− D− ∪G
H
G×K+ D+ (3.1)
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Notice, that in the above decomposition, M is determined by a commutative

diagram

G

H

K− K−

j− j+

i− i+

and hence H ⊆ {K−, K+} ⊆ G is called a group diagram for M . Here i± and j± are

the inclusion maps. Conversely, suppose we are given a group diagram of compact

Lie groups H ⊆ {K−, K+} ⊆ G, with K±
H

= Sk± , which are spheres. Then, since

the actions of K± on Sk± are linear, see ([24]), they extend to an action on the

corresponding discs D±. Therefore, one can construct a cohomogeneity 1 manifold

using equation 3.1, hence from it’s group diagram. This means that cohomogeneity

1 manifolds are in a one-to-one correspondence with their group diagrams.

Theorem 26. Two cohomogeneity one manifolds with the same group diagrams are

G−equivariantly diffeomorphism.
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We next look at examples of group diagrams for some cohomogeneity 1 mani-

folds.

Example 27. Let SO (n) act on the n−sphere Sn as follows

 A

1





x1

...

xn

xn+1


=


A


x1

...

xn


xn+1


Then from description of the action, it is clear that p± = (x1, . . . , ±1) are the

only fixed points. Also, for all other points, the isotropy is SO (n− 1). Hence, the

group diagram is

SO (n)

SO (n− 1)

SO (n) SO (n)

Example 28. Let S3 =
{

(z, w) : z, w ∈ C , |z|2 + |w|2 = 1
}
⊆ C ⊕ C. There is a

natural action of SO (2)× SO (2) on S3 as follows:

(
eiα, eiβ

)
(z, w) =

(
eiαz, eiβw

)
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This action of SO (2)× SO (2) also descends to an action on the lens space Ld,

which is obtained as the quotient space of the Zd−action on S3 generated by

ei
2π
d (z, w) =

(
ei

2π
d z, ei

2π
d w
)

where ei
2π
d is the generator of Zd. From very straightforward computations, it

follows that the group diagram for this action is

SO (2)× SO (2)

Zd × Zd

Zd × SO (2) SO (2)× Zd

Example 29. We can define another natural action of SO (2) × SO (2) on S3 as

follows : (
eiα, eiβ

)
(z, w) =

(
ei
α
d e−iβz, ei

α
d eiβw

)
which also descends to an action on the lens space Ld. Hence, to compute the isotropy

groups of the action on Ld, one can solve for elements in the group using the equation

(
ei
α
d e−iβz, ei

α
d eiβw

)
=
(
ei

2π
d
kz, ei

2π
d
kw
)
, k ∈ Z

Suppose z = 0. Then we have α = 2πk−dβ and hence the isotropy group is generated

by
(
e−idβ, eiβ

) ∼= SO (2)d−. Similarly, when w = 0. Then we have β = 2πk + dα and
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hence the isotropy group is generated by
(
eidβ, eiβ

) ∼= SO (2)d+. Next if, z, w 6= 0,

then equating the first and the second slots, we get α = β = π, thus (−1,−1) generates

the isotropy group. So we have H = Z2. Hence, the group diagram for this action is

SO (2)× SO (2)

Z2

SO (2)d− SO (2)d+

For any integers n ≥ 3 and d ≥ 1, the Brieskorn variety M2n−1
d is the smooth

(2n− 1)-dimensional submanifold of Cn+1, defined by the equations


zd0 + z2

1 + · · ·+ z2
n = 0

|z0|2 + |z1|2 + · · ·+ |zn|2 = 1.

When d = 1, M2n−1
1 is diffeomorphic to the standard sphere S2n−1; and when d = 2,

M2n−1
2 is diffeomorphic to the unit tangent bundle of Sn.

Consider the Brieskorn Variety M2n−1
d defined by the intersection of ud + z2

1 +

· · ·+ z2
n = 0 and |u|2 + |z1|2 + · · ·+ |zn|2 = 1. And suppose SO (2)× SO (2) acts on

M2n−1
d as follows
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(eiα, Rθ)

u,


z1

...

zn



 =

e
2iαu, (ediαRθ


z1

...

zn





Since each zi ∈ C, Z =


z1

...

zn

 can be viewed as


x1

...

xn

 + i


y1

...

yn

 = X + iY ,

and the action of Rθ is the diagonal one, which is

Rθ (Z) = Rθ (X) + iRθ (Y )

Notice that an expanded version of the action looks like

(
eiα, Rθ

)
u,


x1

...

xn

 , i


y1

...

yn



 =

e
i2αu,Rθ


x1 cos dα− y1 sin dα

...

xn cos dα− yn sin dα

 , iRθ


y1 cos dα + x1 sin dα

...

y2 cos dα + x2 sin dα




(3.2)
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Claim 30. When n = 2, then M3
d is SO (2) × SO (2)− equivariantly diffeomorphic

to the lens space of example 29.

Proof. To prove the claim, we just need to show that the group diagrams of M3
d and

the lens space of example 29 are the same with respect to the SO (2)×SO (2)−action.

We begin by computing the isotropy subgroups for the action on M3
d .

When u = 0. In this case the defining equations of M2n−1
d reduce to z2

1 +z2
2 = 0

and |z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1. In terms of X and Y , they are

|X|2 − |Y |2 + 2i(X · Y ) = 0

and

|X|2 + |Y |2 = 1

Hence, X⊥Y and |X| = |Y | = 1√
2
. One can think of this orbit type as the unit

tangent bundle over a circle. More explicitly, they can be viewed as orthonormal

frames (with orientation) (X, Y ) in R2. Suppose that for g = (eiα, Rθ) ∈ SO (2) ×

SO (2), we have

(
eiα, Rθ

)
(0, X, iY ) = (0, X, iY )

In terms of the action, this reduces to
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x1 y1

x2 y2


 cos dα sin dα

− sin dα cos dα

 =

cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ


x1 y1

x2 y2

 (3.3)

which leads to two cases

• (X, Y ) is positively oriented. All the matrices in 3.3 commute with each other,

hence we have Rθ = R−dα. The isotropy subgroup K− consists of elements of

the form (eiα, R−dα). So K− ∼= SO(2) which we denote by SO (2)d−.

• (X, Y ) is negatively oriented. The matrices in 3.3 do not commute, however a

simple calculation leads to Rθ = Rdα. Here isotropy subgroup K+ consists of

elements of the form (eiα, Rdα), which we will denote by SO (2)d+.

When |u| 6= 0. Let u = reiγ, then the defining equations of M3
d are

rd cos dγ + |X|2 − |Y |2 + i
(
rd sin dγ + 2(X · Y )

)
= 0

and

r2 + |X|2 + |Y |2 = 1

hence, we have: rd cos dγ = −(|X|2 − |Y |2) and rd sin dγ = −2(X · Y ). Squaring the

two equations and adding them results in
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r2d =
(
|X|2 + |Y |2

)2
+ 4(X · Y )2 − 4 |X|2 |Y |2

=
(
1− r2

)2
+ 4(X · Y )2 − 4 |X|2 |Y |2 .

simplifying it we have

r2d −
(
1− r2

)2
= 4(X · Y )2 − 4 |X|2 |Y |2

Note that the LHS is a monotonic increasing function in r, hence the maximum is

reached when r is maximum. By Schwartz inequality, the RHS achieves it’s maximum

0, when X and Y are proportional. So rmax is obtained by a solution to the equation

rd = 1− r2

The elements g = (eiα, Rθ) in the isotropy subgroup K+ satisfy

(
eiα, Rθ

)rmaxeiγ,
 x1

x2

 , i

 y1

y2


 =

rmaxeiγ,
 x1

x2

 , i

 y1

y2




Solving for the first slot of 3.1, it is clear that α = 0 or π. And using it in the second

slot gives that θ = 0, when α = 0 and θ = π when, α = π. Hence the isotropy
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subgroup is Z2, consisting of elements (1, 1) and (−1,−1).

When 0 < |u| < rmax . Note that, here X and Y , cannot be proportional due

to the Schwartz inequality in the previous case. However, solving for

(
eiα, Rθ

)reiγ,
 x1

x2

 , i

 y1

y2


 =

reiγ,
 x1

x2

 , i

 y1

y2




leads to the same isotropy subgroup as before. Hence the isotropy is Z2. The isotropies

in the last two cases are the same, so these are the principal isotropies. Notice that

from the case u = 0, we had the singular orbit which was a disjoint union of two

circles, hence they give us both the singular orbits. Now as K− and K+ are SO (2)d−

and SO (2)d+ respectively, and H = Z2, therefore the group diagram for M3
d is

SO (2)× SO (2)

Z2

SO (2)d− SO (2)d+

which is the same as the group diagram computed in example 29.
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3.2 Brieskorn varieties, Kervaire spheres and ho-

motopy projective spaces

In this section we will review some relevant results about Brieskorn varieties,

Kervaire spheres and homotopy projective spaces necessary for the proof of 23. This

section is almost identical to parts of section 2 in [19].

Theorem 31 (Brieskorn). Suppose n ≥ 3 and d ≥ 2. The manifold M2n−1
d is home-

omorphic to the standard sphere S2n−1, if and only if, both n and d are odd numbers.

Assume that n and d are odd numbers, it is the Kervaire sphere, if and only if, d ≡ ±3

mod 8.

Remark 32. The Kervaire sphere is known to be exotic if n ≡ 1 mod 4.

Denote I the following involution on M2n−1
d :

(z0, z1, . . . , zn) 7→ (z0,−z1, . . . ,−zn).

Clearly it is fixed-point free. Atiyah and Bott showed the following result, see also

[12, Corollary 4.2].

Theorem 33 ([1, Theorem 9.8]). If the involution I on the topological spheres M4m−3
d

and M4m−3
k are isomorphic, then

d ≡ ±k mod 22m.
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In particular the involution I acting on M4m−3
3 = S4m−3 is not isomorphic to the

standard antipodal map whenever m ≥ 2.

Corollary 34. There are 64 smoothly distinct real projective spaces M13
k /I with k =

1, 3, . . . , 127.

The group G̃ = SO(2)× SO(n) acts on M2n−1
d by

(
eiθ, A

)
(z0, Z) =

(
e2iθz0, e

−idθAZ
)
, for (z0, Z) ∈ C⊕ Cn.

Note that our convention is different from the one in [15], as we have e−idθ for the

action of eiθ on Z = z1, . . . , zn
t. The norm |z0| is invariant under this action, and two

points belong to the same orbit if and only if they have the same value of |z0|. Let

t0 be the unique positive solution of td0 + t20 = 1, and then we have 0 ≤ |z0| ≤ t0. It

follows that the orbit space is [0, t0]. The orbit types and isotropy subgroups of this

action have been well-studied, see for example, [18], [7] and [15].

In our case, we assume that d is odd. When n = 7, the embedding G2 ⊂ SO(7)

induces the action of G = SO(2)× G2 on M13
d . To describe the isotropy subgroups of

the G-action we introduce the following subgroups in G2:

• Denote O(6), the subgroup in SO(7) that maps e1 to ±e1, SO(6) the subgroup

that fixes e1, and SU(3) = SO(6) ∩ G2.

• The other subgroup in G2 that fixes e3 is denoted by SU(3)3, and the complex

structure on C3 = spanR{e1, e2, e4, e7, e6, e5} is given by the left multiplication
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of e3. Note that

(SO(2)× SO(5)) ∩ G2 = U(2) ⊂ SU(3)3

where SO(2)× SO(5) ⊂ SO(7) has the block-diagonal form, and the embedding

U(2) ⊂ SU(3)3 is given by h 7→ (deth)−1, h. To see this, take A = A1, A2 ∈

(SO(2)× SO(5)) ∩ G2 with

A1 =

 cos t sin t

− sin t cos t


for some t. Since e3 = e1e2, we have

A(e3) = A(e1)A(e2)

= (e1 cos t+ e2 sin t) (−e1 sin t+ e2 cos t)

= e3

and thus A ∈ SU(3)3. Using the complex structure of SU(3)3, A1 acts on

C = spane1,e2 by eit, and A2 acts invariantly on C2 = spanR{e4, e7, e6, e5}. So

the element A embeds diagonally in SU(3)3 with (1, 1)-entry eit.

• The common subgroup SU(2) = SU(3)∩ SU(3)3 and it is also given by SU(2) =

SO(4) ∩ G2 where SO(4) ⊂ SO(7) as A 7→ I3, A and I3 is the identity matrix.
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Since G2 acts transitively on S6 = {v ∈: <v = 0 and |v| = 1} with SU(3) and

SU(3)3 as isotropy subgroups at e1 and e3 respectively, these two groups are conjugate

by an element in G2.

We follow the notions in [15] to determine the isotropy subgroups. Denote

the singular orbit with |z0| = 0, and choose p− = (0, 1, i, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ with isotropy

subgroup K−. We also denote the singular orbit with |z0| = t0, and choose p+ =

(t0, i
√
td0, 0, . . . , 0) with isotropy subgroup K+. Note that and have codimensions

2 and n − 1 = 6 respectively. Let c(t) be a normal minimal geodesic connecting

p− = c(0) and p+ = c(L). The isotropy subgroup at c(t)(0 < t < L) stays unchanged

that is the principal isotropy subgroup H. We have

Theorem 35. The cohomogeneity one action of G = SO(2)× G2 on M13
d with d odd

has the following isotropy subgroups:

1. The principal isotropy subgroup is

H = Z2 · SU(2) = (ε, diag [ε, ε, 1, A])

where ε = ±1 and A is a 4× 4-matrix.

2. At p−, the isotropy subgroup is

K− = SO(2)SU(2) =

eiθ, diag


 cos dθ sin dθ

− sin dθ cos dθ

 , 1, A
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where A is a 4× 4-matrix.

3. At p+, the isotropy subgroup is

K+ = O(6) ∩ G2 = (detB, diag [detB,B])

where B ∈ O(6) ∩ G2.

Remark 36. Denote j, the complex structure given by the left multiplication of e3.

For the group H, we have diag [ε, ε, 1, A] ∈ SO(2)× SO(5)∩G2 and A ∈ U(2) ⊂ SU(3)3

with detA = ε. For the group K−, we have

diag


 cos dθ sin dθ

− sin dθ cos dθ

 , 1, A

 ∈ SO(2)× SO(5) ∩ G2

and A ∈ U(2) ⊂ SU(3)3 with detA = e−jdθ.

Remark 37. If d is an even integer, then the isotropy subgroup K− is the same as

in the case d odd. The other two isotropy subgroups are

H = Z2 × SU(2) = (ε, diag{I3, A})

K+ = Z2 × SU(3) = (ε, diag{1, B})

where ε = ±1, A ∈ SO(4) ∩ G2 = SU(2) and B ∈ SO(6) ∩ G2 = SU(3).

Clearly the G-action commutes with the involution I and hence induces an ac-
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tion on N13
d = M13

d /I. Write [z0, z1, . . . , z7] ∈ N13
d , the equivalent class under the

involution I.

Corollary 38. The cohomogeneity one action of G = SO(2) × G2 on N13
d = M13

d /I

with d odd, has the following isotropy subgroups.

1. The principal isotropy subgroup is

H̄ = Z2 × (Z2 · SU(2)) = (ε1, diag [ε2, ε2, 1, A])

where ε1,2 = ±1 and A is a 4× 4-matrix.

2. The singular isotropy subgroup at [0, 1, i, 0, . . . , 0] is

K̄− = Z2 · SO(2)SU(2) =

eiθ, diag

ε
 cos dθ sin dθ

− sin dθ cos dθ

 , 1, A




where ε = ±1 and A is a 4× 4-matrix.

3. The singular isotropy subgroup at [t0, i
√
td0, 0, . . . , 0] is

K̄+ = Z2 × (O(6) ∩ G2) = (ε, diag [detB,B])

where ε = ±1 and B ∈ O(6) ∩ G2.

Remark 39. Similar to Remark 36, for the group H̄ we have A ∈ U(2) ⊂ SU(3)3 with

detA = ε2, and for the group K̄− we have A ∈ U(2) ⊂ SU(3)3 with detA = εe−jdθ.
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3.3 The cohomogeneity one actions of G = SO(2)×

G2 on S13
k and P 13

k

In this section we will prove the following

Lemma 40. For each odd integer k, the G-manifolds: the 13-sphere S13
k and the

Brieskorn variety M13
k , with G = SO(2)× G2 are equivariantly diffeomorphic, and so

are the quotient spaces P 13
k = S13

k /T and N13
k = M13

k /I.

which proves theorem 23.

Recall the defintion of S2b−3
k from Chapter 2,

S2b−3
k = V1 ∪Φk V2,

where

V1 ≡
{

(u, q) ∈ Λ× Sb−1
∣∣ Re (q) = 0, Re (uq) = 0

}
and

V2 ≡
{

(v, r) ∈ Λ× Sb−1
∣∣ Re

(
vr−1

)
= Re v̄r = 0, Re (r) = 0

}

Hence S13
k is the union of V1 and V2, where b = 8.

Remark 41. The above description of the sets V1 and V2; force that Imu and q are

never proportional. Similarly Im v and r are never proportional.

And using Lemma 20, it is easy to see that the quotient map of the G2–action
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on S13
k has the following description.

Lemma 42. Let φ : Rn −→ R be given by, φ(v) = 1√
1+|v|2

.

The map

Qk : S13
k −→ Qk

(
S13
k

)
( R3

Qk|U1 (u, q) = φ(u) (|u| , φ (u) 〈Imuq, Im q〉)

= φ(u) (|u| , φ (u) Reu)

Qk|U2 (v, r) = φ(v) (|r| , φ(v) 〈Im r, Im v̄r〉)

= φ(v) (|r| , φ(v)Re v̄)

is well-defined and has fibers that coincide with the orbits of G2.

Let B = Qk(V1) and B2 = Qk(V2). Then we can express orbit space as

S13
k /G2 = B2 = B1 ∪Φk B2

Next we consider the SO(2)− action on the orbit space B2. Recall

γ = γ(a, b) =

 a b

−b a

 , a2 + b2 = 1.

(3.4)
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In terms of the coordinate charts, the action on the sphere S13
k is defined by

γ ? u = (au+ b)(−bu+ a)−1 (3.5)

γ ? v = (−b+ av)(a+ bv)−1

and

γ ? q =
(−bu+ a)hq(−bu+ a)j

|−bu+ a|h+j
(3.6)

γ ? r =
(a+ bv̄)hr(a+ bv̄)j

|a+ bv̄|h+j
.

From 3.5 and 3.6, it follows that when b = 0, the action of γ is

γ ? (u, q) = (u, sgn(a)q) (3.7)

γ ? (v, r) = (v, sgn(a)r) (3.8)

on the (u, q)- and (v, r)-coordinate charts. Also, from Lemma 42, it is clear that
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Qk (γ ? (u, q)) = φ(u) (|u| , φ (u) Reu) (3.9)

Qk (γ ? (v, r)) = φ(v) (|r| , φ(v)Re v̄) (3.10)

Lemma 43. When b 6= 0, then γ(a, b)acts on the (u, q)−chart as follows

γ ? u = −a
b

+
1

Rb
(cos θ + sin θw) (3.11)

γ ? q = q (cos(kθ) + sin(kθ)w) . (3.12)

where

R = |a− bū| and w =
Imu

|Imu|
(3.13)

Remark 44. 3.13 is equivalent to a− bū = R cos θ +R sin θw.

Proof. From the above description, it’s clear that


Reu =

1

b
(a−R cos θ)

Imu =
R

b
sin θw.

(3.14)
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The proof follows from a straightforward computation. We have

γ ? u = (au+ b)(a− bu)−1

= (aReu+ b+ a |Imu|w)
a− bū
|a− bu|2

=
(a2 + b2) cos θ − aR + (a2 + b2) sin θw

Rb

=
−Ra+ cos θ + sin θw

Rb
.

This gives the first formula. Then we have

γ ? q =
(a− bu)hq(a− bu)j

|a− bu|

= q
(a− bū)h(a− bu)1−h

R

= q
(a− bū)h(a− bū)h−1

R2j−1

= q (cos(2h− 1)θ + w sin(2h− 1)θ) .

This gives the second formula, as 2h− 1 = k.

Corollary 45. For b 6= 0, on the (u, q)−chart in S13
k , we have

Qk (γ ? (u, q)) = φ (u)

(∣∣∣∣−Ra+ cos θ + sin θw

b

∣∣∣∣ , Rφ (u)

(
−Ra+ cos θ

b

))
∈ B2.
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Proof. Note that

φ (γ ? u) = φ

(
au+ b

−bu+ a

)
=
|−bu+ a|√

1 + |u|2
=

R√
1 + |u|2

= Rφ (u) .

Applying the map Qk from 42 to (γ ? u, γ ? q) as obtained from the previous Lemma,

the corollary is immediate.

Proposition 46. The isotropy subgroups for the action of SO(2) on the orbit space

S13
k /G2 = Qk(S13) = B2 are SO(2) and Z2. The only fixed point of the action is

( 1√
2
, 0) and all other points have isotropy Z2.

Proof. Since the action of G2 and SO(2) commute with each other, we can compute

the isotropy subgroups by using the equation Qk (γ ∗ (p)) = Qk (p), where p ∈ S13
k .

First we let b 6= 0. Suppose Qk (γ ∗ (u, q)) = Qk (u, q), then from lemma 45 this is

equivalent to

∣∣∣∣−Ra+ cos θ + sin θw

b

∣∣∣∣ = |u| (3.15)

and

−Ra+ cos θ

b
= Reu =

a−R cos θ

b
(3.16)
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Expressing u as in 3.14, 3.15 reduces to (−Ra+ cos θ)2+sin2 θ = (a−R cos θ)2+

(R sin θ)2, which implies (1−a2)(1−R2) = 0. Since b 6= 0, so a 6= 0, hence this forces

R = 1. Plugging in R = 1 in 3.16, we get a = cos θ and thus b = sin θ. Hence in this

case we have

Reu = 0, u = w and |u| = 1

. So φ (u) = 1√
2

and Qk (γ ∗ (u, q)) = ( 1√
2
, 0). This is a fixed point.

Next we let b = 0, then from 3.7 and 3.9, it is immediate that γ(a, b), where

a = ±1 fixes every point Qk (u, q) ∈ B2. Hence the isotropy is Z2.

Finally we consider the isotropy for Qk(0, r). Since γ ∗ (0, r) =
(−b
a
, sgn a r

)
,

Qk (γ ∗ (0, r)) = Qk ((0, r)) is equivalent to |a| (1, 0) = (1, 0), which implies a = ±1.

Hence its isotropy is Z2.

Theorem 47. The cohomogeneity one action of G = SO(2) × G2 on S13
k has the

following isotropy subgroups:

(1) In the (u, q)−coordinate chart, where Reu = 0 and |u| = 1, the isotropy subgroup

is

K = SO(2)SU(2) =

eiθ, diag


 cos kθ sin kθ

− sin kθ cos kθ

 , 1, A




where A is a 4× 4-matrix.

(2) In the (u, q)−coordinate chart, where Imu = 0, or (0, r) in the In the (v, r)−coordinate
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chart,, the isotropy subgroup is

L = O(6) ∩ G2 = (detB, ( detB 0
0 B ))

where B ∈ O(6) ∩ G2.

(3) In the (u, q)−coordinate chart, where Reu 6= 0 and |u| 6= 1, the isotropy subgroup

is

H = Z2 · SU(2) = (ε, diag [ε, ε, 1, A])

where ε = ±1 and A is a 4× 4-matrix.

Proof. Suppose Q = g(P ) for some g ∈ G2, where P, Q ∈ S13
k . Then the isotropy

subgroups have the following relation:

GQ =
{

(γ, h) ∈ SO(2)× G2 : (γ, g−1hg) ∈ GP
}
,

i.e., g−1GQg = GP . From the defintion of S13
k , we only need to consider the (u, q)-

coordinate chart, and the point (0, r) in the (v, r)-coordinate chart.

We start by considering the isotropy subgroup at (u, q) ∈ S13
k . Choose an element

(γ−1, h), with γ = γ(a, b) ∈ SO(2) and h ∈ G2. Suppose that (γ−1, h) ∈ G(u,q), we

have

h(u, q) = γ ? (u, q).
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First, we assume that the isotropy subgroup contains an element (γ−1, h) with

b 6= 0. Following Lemma 43 , we have

a

b
− R

b
cos θ + h(w)

R

b
sin θ = −a

b
+

1

Rb
(cos θ + sin θw)

h(q) = q cos(kθ) + qw sin(kθ).

Since Qk (h(u, q)) = Qk (γ ? (u, q)), arguing as in proposition 46, we have |u| =

1,Reu = 0, a = cos θ, and b = sin θ. This implies h(w) = w, so h fixes w. And h(qw)

can be obtained by left multiplication to h(q), as h(qw) = h(q)h(w) = h(q)w, hence

h(qw) = qw cos(kθ)− q sin(kθ).

Note that q and w are never propotional, so they span a plane, and qw is perpendicular

to both q and w. In this situation, h is a rotation in the plane spanR{q, qw} while

fixing w. Then left multiplication of w defines a complex structure on the vector

space spanned by the complement of w in Im(O). Thus h, restricted to the plane

spanR{q, qw} can expressed by

h

 q

qw

 =

cos kθ − sin kθ

sin kθ cos kθ


 q

qw

 .
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Therefore, for γ = Rot(θ), we have h|{q,x} = Rot(−kθ). It follows that (γ−1, h) ∈

K in Case (1).

Next, we assume that b = 0. Suppose that a = 1, then we have γ?(u, q) = (u, q).

It follows that h(u, q) = (u, q), i.e.,

h(Reu+ |Imu|w) = Reu+ |Imu|w

h(q) = q.

Also, it follows that h ∈ SU(3) if |Imu| = 0. If |Imu| 6= 0, then we have h(w) = w,

and so h ∈ SU(2). Now suppose that a = −1 and we have γ ? (u, q) = (u,−q). It

follows that h(u, q) = (u,−q), i.e.,

h(Reu+ |Imu|w) = Reu+ |Imu|w

h(q) = −q.

If |Imu| = 0, then we have h(q) = −q. If |Imu| 6= 0, then we have h(w) = w and

h(q) = −q. It follows that the isotropy subgroup at (u, q) is L as in Case (2), and the

identity component is

L0 = (1, A) : A ∈ SU(3) ⊂ G2.

The isotropy subgroup at (u, q) with |Imu| 6= 0 and (Reu, |Imu|) 6= (0, 1) is H as in

Case (3).
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Finally, we consider the isotropy subgroup at (0, r). Suppose that (γ−1, h) ∈

G(0,r). If b 6= 0, then arguing as in the last paragraph of 46, we have

0 =
a

b
− 1

ab

i.e., a2 = 1 and thus b = 0. So we have b = 0 and γ ? (0, r) = (0, sgn(a)r). It

follows that h(r) = sgn(a)r. So we have (γ−1, h) ∈ L as in Case (2). This finishes the

proof.

Corollary 48. The cohomogeneity one action of G = SO(2) × G2 on P 13
k has the

following isotropy subgroups

K̄ = Z2 · SO(2)SU(2) =

eiθ, diag

ε,
 cos kθ sin kθ

− sin kθ cos kθ

 , 1, A




where ε = ±1 and A is a 4× 4-matrix,

L̄ = Z2 × (O(6) ∩ G2) = (ε, diag [detB,B])

where ε = ±1 and B ∈ O(6) ∩ G2,

H̄ = Z2 × (Z2 · SU(2)) = (ε1, diag [ε2, ε2, 1, A])

where ε1,2 = ±1 and A is a 4× 4-matrix.

Now we show the equivariant diffeomorphisms between S13
k and M13

k , and be-

tween P 13
k and N13

k .
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Proof of Theorem 40. From the general structure result, two cohomogeneity one man-

ifolds with the same isotropy subgroups are equivariantly diffeomorphic. In our case,

let D2 and D6 be disks with ∂D2 = S1 = K−/H and ∂D6 = S5 = K+/H with K± and

H being given in Lemma 35. Then M13
k is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the union

of the two disk bundles glued together along the boundary G/H:

B13 = G×K− D2 ∪G/H G×K+ D6.

From Theorem 47, the sphere S13
k is also equivariantly diffeomorphic to the B13 above.

It follows that S13
k is equivariantly diffeomorphic to M13

k . The equivariant diffeomor-

phism between P 13
k and N13

k follows from a similar argument and Corollaries 38, 48.

This finishes the proof.
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